1. Course description

The legal codes of the Pentateuch stand within narratives and must be considered in that setting. At the same time, they reflect social mores and, in some cases, offer a vision of an ideal Israelite society. To the degree that they reflect (or imitate) case law, we will analyze their structure and purposes in comparison to other ancient Near Eastern law codes. In the measure that they focus on the cult, we will view them with reference to the roles of temples, priests, and worshipers in the ancient Near East.

Alongside these synchronic approaches, we will consider how these legal codes reflect development in social and cultic structures in ancient Israel. Of particular interest will be Deuteronomy’s recasting of laws from the Covenant Code (Exodus 20:23-23:33) and the relationship of both to the Holiness Code (Leviticus 19-26).

2. Course objectives

We will study representative texts from the Pentateuch’s primary legal codes: the Covenant Code (Exodus 20:23-23:33); the Holiness Code (Leviticus 17-26); and the Deuteronomic Code (Deuteronomy 12-26). We will make use of the growing body of scholarship on the development and function of ancient Near Eastern legal materials, especially as a tool for comprehending the Pentateuch’s legal codes. The key questions are how these codes reflect or seek to shape society, and how their inclusion within narratives has affected their own shape and use.

A competent grasp of course material will be evidenced in the ability to use scholarship on ancient Near Eastern legal codes and Pentateuchal narratives (the subject of HS 643) to elucidate the functions of these codes. The ability to write about selected passages on the midterm and the final exam, along with a research paper probing a topic in this field, will attest the student’s grasp of the course material.

3. Readings in the Hebrew Text

a. In class: We will read, translate and discuss selected passages from Exod 20:22-23:33; Lev 17-19; Deut 5:6-21; 12:1-20:9; 22:13-24:22 (For instructions on preparing for class, see part 9, below.)

b. Translation for exams (regardless of how much we cover in class)
   Mid-term exam: Exod 20:1-23:33; Lev 17-26
4. Each student will write a research paper (15-18 pp., double-spaced, with appropriate documentation of primary and secondary sources) on a topic in study of the legal codes. While this paper is not as broad as a seminar paper, I expect the same attention to bibliography, argumentation, and writing that you would invest in a seminar paper. Papers will be due Tuesday, May 1, at class time (one grade level will be deducted for each day a paper is late).

a. Evidence of Evolution in Israel’s Legal Codes
   (for this paper, you should select examples from one of the codes)

b. Property Laws in Israel and Mesopotamia

c. The Administration of Justice in Israel

d. Israelite Laws Affecting Marriage and Family

e. Reflections of the Legal Codes as Components of the Narratives

f. Rationales of Legal Justification in Israel and the Ancient Near East

5. There will be two exams: 1) Midterm, Thursday, March 15: be prepared to discuss any passages studied in class, translate any verses from Exod 20:1-23:33 and Lev 17-26, and write an essay on a question about the readings discussed in the first half of the term; 2) Final: be prepared to discuss any passages studied in class, to translate any verses from Deut 5; 12-26, and write an essay on a question about the readings discussed in the second half of the term.

Each exam will comprise three units. First, you will be required to translate verses from two passages studied in class and provide philological notes, including analysis of the LXX's translation and comments on the role of the passage within the larger legal code (50%). Second, you will be asked to translate two passages from the larger swathes of texts specified in “3.b,” above (25%). Third, you will write an essay critiquing a statement about a topic from the secondary readings (25%).

6. Your final grade will be a composite of your grades on the paper (20%), class participation (10%) and the two exams (35% each). (Class participation would also be a decisive factor in adjudicating borderline grades.)

7. Required readings (to be assigned at relevant points):


Syllabus, Pentateuchal Legal Codes – p. 3


8. Office hours: I will be available the hour following class each day and by appointment. Please feel free to approach me with any problem, concern or question you have. If these hours conflict with your schedule, contact me for an appointment, either in person or at rltroxel@wisc.edu

9. CLASS ASSIGNMENTS

Daily assignments comprise blocks of verses for discussion in class. You are expected to have worked through the verses consulting the Old Greek, the Samaritan Pentateuch, the appropriate commentary, and any secondary readings assigned for the day. Be prepared to read verses aloud in Hebrew, translate, and highlight significant problems, along with your proposed solutions.